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Dear <<First Name>>, 
Welcome to Issue #258 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest. 

Love what we do at Spooky2-mall.com? Invite Your Friends & Earn Gifts！ 

Spooky2 Blog Articles 

An Interview about John White and Spooky2 
Everything you want to know about Spooky2 is here. It’s a long interview but is
definitely worth watching! 
  
Spooky2 Tips to Measure if Your Spine is Healthy 
An unhealthy spine has many manifestations. While it takes a chiropractor with
years of training and experience in analytical techniques to detect a semi-
dislocation of the spine, you can check whether your spine is healthy by
performing some of these simple measurements. 
  
Healing Frequency for Eyesight Improvement – Spooky2 Rife Frequency
Healing 
This healing frequency video helps to keep good eyesight and improve our
visual acuity. Welcome to listen to this frequency and share it with your friends
and family. 
  
Scalar Energy for Crohn's Disease 
Crohn's disease is a type of inflammatory bowel disease that causes
inflammation in your digestive tract. It can lead to abdominal pain, severe
diarrhea, fatigue, weight loss, and malnutrition. Learn how scalar energy can
help with Crohn's Disease from here! 

Spooky2 Q&A 

Can you extend the Tens cable longer? 
Is it possible to extend the tens pads cables longer to treat someone in another
room? 
  
How can Spooky2 help if my hair is thinning? 
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What are the suggestions for thinning hair? 
  
What will happen if I set healing/killing option wrong? 
Does it matter which contact mode I choose? 
  
What is the best way to target parasites/fungus in my sinuses? 
What accessories should you use to get rid of them? 

Spooky2 Discussions 

Spooky2 Rife for Life Facebook Group  

Frequencies for Swallowing Problem 
Are there any programs or frequencies that will treat the swallowing problem? 
  
Spooky2 improves oral problems 
"I ran the teeth and gums decay and restoration DH along with the spiritual
wellness and meridian preset overnight then went back to my BFB. And today
my lower set of teeth are not transparent at all…” 

Spooky2 Forum 

Guide: How to Stimulate Chakras and Clear Blockages 
The preset is available for anyone interested in stimulating Chakras and
clearing blockages. Click here to see the details. 
  
Refine programs, grade scan= same result? 
What are refine programs and grade scan? What are the differences between
them? 

Best of health, 
Echo 

Spooky2 Team 
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         www.spooky2videos.com 
         www.spooky2reviews.com 
Tel: 00-86-25-57037030 

You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is: 
Spooky2 Rife

Room 2003, G-5 Building, Himalaya business centre G
Ningnan Street, Yuhuatai District

Nanjing, JiangSu 211106
China

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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